Looking for an
IT ﬁrm you can
really trust?
You just found one ...
Sure we know operating systems, but we
also know operating values.
There are many IT ﬁrms to choose from today, and the list of
services provided might begin to look the same after a while.
That’s why we want to explain not only what we do, but especially
how we do it.






We pledge reliability, dependability and expert service
We practice big picture thinking
We operate with integrity and do it right the ﬁrst time
We focus on long term relationships not short term sales
We provide value above and beyond technology services

We’re a total technology solutions
provider.
 Does your IT ﬁrm employ a comprehensive approach to
services related to your network?
 Is your IT ﬁrm an advocate for your business?
 Does your IT ﬁrm proactively recommend new technologies
that will help your business?
We do .. we are ... and yes we certainly do. If you are looking for an
IT provider who will become as invested in your ﬁrm’s success as
you are, switch to eNet Systems. We take a long-term approach to
developing business relationships. We get to know our clients; we
treat them like family and help their businesses grow.

Put us to the test. We’re ready.
Invite us in for a network assessment. We’ll listen to goals,
evaluate your network, and offer recommendations.

Call us today at 281-403-9561.
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“We started working with eNet Systems because we were
not satisﬁed with our current IT provider. Before long, eNet
got us into preventative maintenance mode, which saves our
ﬁrm money. They have also helped us by coordinating services
and projects and even negotiating rates with other vendors.
From our perspective, one of their best attributes is a sense of
urgency. If we cannot reach them instantly, we know they will
always call right back. I certainly hope Ash doesn’t move his
ﬁrm away from Houston because we’d have to move wherever
eNet Systems goes!”
Brad Neuliep, Owner | Greyhound Combustion
“eNet Systems has handled our network for so many years,
it’s as if they are our own IT department. If we call in an
emergency, we know they will ﬁx the problem promptly. Ash
is responsive, intelligent, persistent and goes beyond follow
through. He routinely customizes his offering to meet our
needs. What really helps is that Ash gives me the tools I need
to handle minor issues so I can get back to my business faster.
He has even logged on to our system to ﬁx a problem while
he was on vacation. Most IT ﬁrms will not even answer their
phone while on vacation.”
Larry Andrew, Owner | iTBG Corporation
“Ash is the most responsive technician I have ever worked
with. He is knowledgeable and dependable as well. Often,
when I call with a problem, he’ll call back within 10 minutes.
Ash is a consultant, advisor and technician all rolled into
one. I have often called Ash in to explain what new things I
need to be able to do. He will research the ideas, create a
recommended plan, explain all the options, price the project,
and handle the implementation as well. For instance, we are
moving towards becoming a paperless ofﬁce, and Ash of eNet
Systems is a big part of this process.”
Mike Magana | A Farmer’s insurance agency
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